Is that really the end, or what happened in the Civil Town of Aquincum in the fourth century AD? by Láng, Orsolya
Abstract: The last period at the Aquincum Civil Town has long been a matter of dispute. Earlier researchers presumed a 
fourth century occupation phase at the settlement. However, re-examining these previous data (including an inscription, a coin hoard, 
walls, coins and several other finds of excavation contexts and even the “dark-earth” phenomenon) and analyzing the results of recent 
researches show that there is an obvious paucity of Late Roman finds. What is more, these results even show that most of them turn 
out to be third century finds. Based on the above mentioned, we can get to the conclusion, that the latest observable period in the 
Civil Town falls in the middle-end of the third century, or to the beginning of the fourth century at latest. Such an early abandonment 
of the Aquincum Civil Town is not unparalleled among Pannonian and other Western Roman provincial towns. And why was the 
Aquincum Civil Town abandoned relatively early? The reasons might be sought in the, by that time, already deteriorated fortifications 
and the loss of markets. No further (systematic) use could be demonstrated here in layers, finds, or constructions. Nevertheless, since 
a few fourth century finds still occur, the possibility cannot be excluded that certain areas were still sporadically used, particularly 
when buildings were mainly mined for spolia.
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1. THE END OF THE CIVIL TOWN – WRITTEN AND VISUAL SOURCES
Only very scarce data can be found in antique written sources concerning the latest – fourth to fifth century – 
history of the Aquincum settlement complex. One of the writers mentioning Aquincum is Ammianus Marcellinus. He 
describes the town, already in ruins in the last quarter of the fourth century: “(…) nullaque sedes idonea reperiri (…) 
poterat”.1 Nevertheless, since Ammianus was describing the ineffective search for appropriate winter accomodation 
for Emperor Valentinianus in Aquincum, this quote most probably refers either to the buildings of the canabae or the 
legionary fortress itself.2 In contrast, nearly a hundred years later (AD 458), Sidonius Apollinaris refers to Aquincum 
(“Acinco”) as a flourishing, military settlement: “Fertur, Pannoniae qua Martia pollet Acincus (…)”.3 But again, 
judging from the text itself, this description refers to the military centre of what was by then province Valeria, namely 
the Late Roman fortress and the Military Town of Aquincum.4 Ennodius, working in the second half of the fifth cen-
tury, mentions a certain Valeria civitas where – based on the story of a certain Antonius – a Christian community 
existed at that time.5 Its identification, however, with Aquincum (which part?) is far from certain.6 Concerning con-
temporary visual data, the Tabula Peutingeriana, most likely dated to the fourth–fifth century, marks Aquincum 
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1 Ammianus Marcellinus, 30.5.13–14.
2 A. Alföldi also identifies the area, together with the fortress 
(though possibly with the second–third century fortress, since the Late 
Roman fortress was only discovered decades later): Alföldi 1942, 727.
3 Sidonius Apollinaris, V. Paneg. Maioriano Augusto.
4 Póczy–zsidi 2003, 65. L. Nagy also interprets Sidonius 
Apollinaris’s words as referring to the canabae: l. NAgy 1942, 774.
5 Ennodius, Vita beati Antoni 7.
6 Identifies with Aquincum: Póczy–zsidi 2003, 65. Identi-
fies Civitas Valeria with a settlement in Dacia Ripensis, thus, also 
noting that there is no evidence for provincials still living in Aquin-
cum in this period: TóTh 2009, 185–186. 
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(Aquinco) with a two-towered building as a “third-level” city (the pictogram used for provincial capitals or important 
commercial centres)7, but since the settlement’s military and administrative centre was located in and around the Late 
Roman fortress at that time, the pictogram could again be connected to that zone, rather than the Civil Town. The Late 
Roman (end of fourth–beginning of fifth century) State handbook, the Notitia Dignitatum, mentions Acinco,8 though 
its identification with Aquincum is problematic9. The only epigraphic evidence referring to Aquincum as a functioning 
municipal structure in the fourth century dates to AD 307 although it was in fact found in the canabae (see below).10 
As seen above, unfortunately, no contemporary text or depiction can be securely associated with later life 
at the Civil Town itself. Still, a few Post-Roman period data are available that could shed some light on what re-
mained of the town and how it might have looked by the time it was finally abandoned. Perhaps, the earliest datum 
comes from the early modern Italian military engineer, Marsigli: his map (based on his site surveys made in 1699) 
was published in 1726. The map showed a schematic, rectangular plan of the Civil Town together with its fortifica-
tions (and those of the legionary fortress at the centre of the Military Town).11 (Fig. 1) The row of the pillars of the 
main, North–South running aqueduct – a structure that also served as a land boundary maker in the fourth century12 
– is also depicted. Marsigli described the civil settlement’s remains as being “built of sand and bricks covered with 
earth”.13 A few decades later, another engineer, Matthey, drew a similar map of the Civil Town. By that time, how-
ever, he could also show the clearly visible remains of both amphitheatres and the fortified area of the springs feed-
ing the aqueduct, located north of the Civil Town, by the present-day Roman Bath.14 Later travellers such as 
R. Towson15 and Carlo Piño Vasques16 also depicted these architectural elements. The first detailed description of 
the the Roman remains of Óbuda (including the Civil Town) comes from Sándor Németh in 1823. He describes both 
the civilian amphitheatre and the remains of a, by that time still visible, large (!) building lying close to the northern 
town gate.17 A further, very picturesque description of what was still visible of the town’s ruins by the last decades 
of the nineteenth century, comes from Flóris Rómer: “ (…) classicus area, whose ditches and bulges indicate traces 
of Roman streets, squares and, houses” and “(…) we have been walking on the Szentendrei Road made of Roman 
bricks, fragments of Samian ware, fresco and stucco decorations for years”.18 In parallel with the beginning of the 
pioneer excavations at the Civil Town in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Hungarian painter Árpád 
Feszty captured the forum in 1894: architectural elements, segment of the main north–south road paved with stone 
slabs19 and half a metre high walls of the so-called curia are depicted20. (Fig. 2) Based on the depictions and descrip-
tions of the authors and artists from the middle of the eighteenth century onwards listed above, it is sure that the 
remains of the Civil Town never disappeared completely and in some cases survived in fairly good condition even 
after the Roman era (see e.g. the fortifications and the aqueduct). The relatively low height of the building walls 
could partially be the result of (Late Roman?), medieval and later stone robbery21 but is mainly due to the fact that 
most of the buildings’ walls (particularly the private ones) were only partially constructed from stone: the founda-
tions were constructed from limestone using either the opus incertum or opus spicatum technique while excavation 
data has shown that the rising walls were made of the more sensitive sun-dried clay bricks.22 None of our sources 
mentioned above record traces of destruction or signs of violence connected the ruins of the Civil Town.
2. THE END OF THE TOWN’S LIFE – HISTORY OF RESEARCH
The Civil Town of Aquincum has been the subject of archaeological research for the last 120 years. Since 
the first nineteenth century excavators mainly concentrated on unearthing complete ground plans of buildings, no 
attention was paid to layers and stratigraphy so that now the town’s earliest and latest phases remain unclear. The 
7 http://cartographic-images.net/Cartographic_Im-
ages/120_Peutinger_Table.html (22.01.2017.)
8 Not.Dig.Occentury 33,54.
9 TóTh 1980, 136–137.
10 CIL III 3522 + 10384
11 Póczy 1996, 30.
12 divAld 1910, 52.
13 The English translation is based on the Hungarian text of 
RómeR 1863, 49.
14 Póczy 1996, 13, 31.
15 See prev. footnote.
16 zsidi 2002a, 13.
17 NémeTh 1823, 9, 11–13.
18 For both citations: RómeR 1875, 111–112. Translation of 
both texts from Hungarian to English by the author.
19 Road “A”.
20 The painting is now in the office building of the BHM 
Aquincum Museum.
21 zsidi 2002a, 13–14.
22 láNg 2012a, 91; láNg 2012b, 26–27.
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first archaeologist to consider the last period of the buildings in the civil settlement was Bálint Kuzsinszky. Accord-
ing to Kuzsinszky, the so-called Victorinus mithraeum could have been “buried by AD 375”, based on a 80-piece 
coin hoard he discovered there. He observed that the latest coin in the hoard was a coin of Flacilla (AD 379–395).23 
The hoard was dug into the debris of the sanctuary, more than a 1m higher (!) than the level of the cella.24 (Fig. 3) 
According to him, the houses were already uninhabited for about 60 years.25 Kuzsinszky described the so-called 
Great Bath as having fourth century finds, nevertheless these were not described in detail.26 
23 The earliest coin dated to the reign of Constantius II. See 
next footnote.
24 KuzsiNszKy 1889, 85–86.
25 KuzsiNszKy 1934, 25–26.
26 Op.cit. 37. No furher data attest the presence of any 
fourth century finds. 
Fig. 1. Map of Marsigli with his depiction of the settlement complex of Aquincum (after Póczy 1996, 30)
Fig. 2. Painting depicting the remains of the Civil Town viewed from the north by Árpád Feszty in 1894. Painting: BHM Aquincum Museum
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A couple of decades later, Lajos Nagy – excavating both inside and outside the settlement – made several 
statements concerning the latest phase of the town. Even though not supported by any securely datable finds, 
L. Nagy identified “weak buildings with adobe walls from the fourth century AD” located south of the macellum.27 
He basically considered the town deserta romanorum by the end of the fourth century – its inhabitants moving to 
the much safer canabae. He also noted that “no finds, not even meaningless potsherds have been found in the Civil 
Town so far that proved the continuity of Roman lifeways here”.28 The only well attested, late buildings excavated 
by him were the so-called ”Double basilica” and a small chapel with an apsidial end and a cemetery around it, could 
be dated to the beginning of the fourth century. These structures were all located east of the Civil Town, on the banks 
27 láNg–NAgy–vámos 2014, 16. 28 L. NAgy 1942, 771. Translation of the original Hunga-
rian text by the author. 
Fig. 3. The so-called Victorinus mithraeum as excavated by B. Kuzsinszky in 1887–88 (after KuzsiNszKy 1889, 68, fig. 5)
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of the Danube.29 (Fig. 4) Roughly at the same time, András Alföldi wrote about houses “crumbling everywhere” in 
the Civil Town.30 Although he also reported fourth century renovations of roads, these works were rather connected 
to the forts at either Campona, Albertfalva or Aquincum.31 
The next researcher dealing with the last period of the Civil Town was Tibor Nagy. This scholar based his 
statements on his excavation observations. Excavating in and around the so-called Symphorus Mithraeum next to 
the southern town wall, he found a cicada brooch in the ”topmost, fourth century layer, – 76 cm below the latest 
pavement” in one of the buildings32 north of the mithraeum. 33 (Fig. 5) Based on this ornamental find he assumed 
that renovations continued in the building at the beginning of the fourth century. Concerning the mithraeum itself, 
he dated the second (and last) phase of the sanctuary to the beginning of the third century and in his opinion, the 
building stood until the end of the fourth century (but gives no data on the final abandonment/destruction of the 
sanctuary).34 According to T. Nagy, the settlement’s fortifications and houses were renovated south of the macellum 
during the Constantine dynasty and also notes that there are no traces of industrial activity and neither were collegia 
functioning in the fourth century settlement.35 He also refers to the inscription dated between AD 305–308,36 con-
29 Op.cit. 767–770. More recently on the basilica: Póczy 
2000, 22–23. On the cemetery and the chapel: mAdARAssy–ToPál–
zsidi 2000, 32. For their role in the topography of Aquincum, see below.
30 Alföldi 1942, 726.
31 Milestones: CIL III 3709, 10626, 10656.
32 The precise findspot is unknown.
33 NAgy 1943, 389. Translation of the original Hungarian 
text by the author. He also deals with the cicada brooch in a manu-
script written in the mid-1970s. T. NAgy: Aquincum és Kelet Panno-
nia statusa az V. század első felében [The status of Aquincum and 
Eastern Pannonia in the first half of the fifth century BHM – AA 
H25271-2013].
34 NAgy 1942, 433; NAgy 1943, 386. Three coins of Cons-
tantinus I were also found here, though the excavator does not mention 
them: inv.no. 56.200.125 (follis AE3, dated to 319), 128 (follis AE3, 
dates to 316–317), 130/4 (follis AE3, dated to 313). Control excava-
tions by P. Zsidi in 2011 did not provide more information on the 
abandonment of the sanctuary either: zsidi 2002b, 47.
35 NAgy 1973, 122, 137, 146. 
36 CIL III 3522+10384.
Fig. 4. Plan of the Civil Town with locations of the so-called Double Basilica and the chapel. (Drawing: K. Kolozsvári)
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Fig. 5. Excavation area north of the Symphorus Mithraeum in 1941 and the cicada brooch found here 
(after NAgy 1943, 383, fig. 28 and BHM Aquincum Museum, Collection of Photos)
Fig. 6. Altar stone mentioning the duoviri of the colonia between AD 305–308  
(Photo: Roman Collection of the Hungarian national Museum, courtesy Hungarian National Museum)
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taining the last mention of the duoviri of the colonia. The findspot of the stone (Military Town) raises the possibil-
ity that the seat of the town council was moved to the canabae.37 (Fig. 6) T. Nagy also suggested that the town was 
uninhabited after AD 378, and the finds that characterize this period “ovens made with mud, grey vessels with 
smoothed-in decoration and large cicada brooches” already indicate the presence of a “non-urban” population. 
T. Nagy believed that only a small settlement-core could be mentioned that developed east of the Civil Town, around 
the so-called Gázgyár watch-tower and that could be dated to the last decades of the fourth century.38
Klára Póczy – one of the most important researchers in the Civil Town from the 1950s onwards – dealt 
with the last period of the Civil Town in her numerous studies. On one hand, she also repeats previous research 
results, such as the aforementioned inscription that represented the last reference to municipal life in Aquincum39 
and also refers to the presence of the Early Christian (Double) basilica and the cemetery at the Gas Factory area, in 
use between AD 340 and 378.40 (Fig. 7) On the other hand, she considered that marble altar slabs also reflected the 
presence of Christians in the settlement (mainly in private houses).41 She believed the Civil Town’s public buildings 
and the aqueduct were still being repaired in the first third of the fourth century42 and while the centre of the settle-
ment may still have been inhabited in this century, the peripheral insulae would already have lain in ruins.43 She 
also hypothesized that the town must have been abandoned gradually around the end of the fourth–beginning of the 
fifth century, without any trace of destruction or fire.44 K. Póczy also noted that information concerning the fourth 
century history of the Civil Town are very scarce and even if all fourth century-pavements were removed during the 
nineteenth century, some late Roman finds should still have remained in the museum’s collections. However, she 
connects late finds excavated in the pottery workshop of the Gas factory area to a Barbarian population living East 
of the Civil Town, forming the garrison of the fourth century watchtower excavated nearby.45 Where else did inhab-
itants live in the surroundings of the Civil Town in the fourth century? Excavating the so-called Békásmegyer villa, 
K. Póczy came to the conclusion that many villa estates continued to be used in the nearby Buda hills during the 
fourth century. Their inhabitants may also have taken an active part in the protection of the limes while the villae 
themselves served as defensive structures.46 
More recently, Paula Zsidi carried out numerous researches concerning late life at the civilian settlement. 
She also notes that archaeological evidence between the fourth and the nineth centuries is “sparse and heterogene-
ous”. Most artifacts derive from graves.47 While she also refers to the above-mentioned inscription dated to the 
beginning of the fourth century, she also presumed a decline in the population.48 Her innovative suggestion has been 
that while the easten part of the town may have been abandoned, the western part was re-fortified – its eastern for-
tification being the aquaeduct with its arches walled in – and continued to be inhabited.49 She based her idea on her 
excavations on the western part of the southern town wall, where a coin of Constantius II was discovered below a 
fallen segment of the town wall that collapsed into the half-filled late fossa.50 (Fig. 8) The latter discovery led her 
to the conclusion that the fortifications – or at least its southern part – were renovated after the middle of the fourth 
century AD.51 Further data suggesting the late use of certain areas in the western part of the settlement include an 
oven built of stone (of unknown date) attached to a building along the main East–West road and a pit filled with 
horse bones that cut through the Roman layers here.52 She also listed the forum, the so-called basilica, the Great 
Baths as well as the row of tabernae along the main North–South road – namely, buildings running along the two 
main roads of the settlement – that were still being renovated in the fourth century.53 No typical fourth century pot-
tery finds (absence of glazed ware) came to light during her excavations in the building of the collegium cento-
nariorum. Thus (?) she dates the last phase of the building to a time before the second third of the fourth century.54 
37 NAgy 1973, 125.
38 Op. cit. 123. Translation of the original Hungarian text 
by the author. The findspot of the ovens and ceramic vessels are un-
known.
39 Póczy 1998, 63. See also T. Nagy’s opinion about the 
find: previous page.
40 Póczy 1964, 66–67.
41 Póczy 2004, 199. No further information is given on the 
findspot or context of such altars.
42 Op. cit. 165. She also mentions an underground channel 
running west of the previous construction that was constructed in later 
Roman times to replace the aqueduct: Póczy 2003, 146.
43 Póczy 1967, 151–154.
44 Póczy 2004, 203–204.
45 Póczy 1964, 68–69.
46 Póczy 1971, 96–99.
47 zsidi 1997–1998, 587, 589.
48 zsidi 2002a, 119.
49 zsidi 1990, 163; zsidi 1994, 218.
50 Op. cit. 152.
51 zsidi 2004, 204–205.
52 zsidi 1984, 461; zsidi 1997–1998, 588.
53 zsidi 2002a, 121; Póczy 2003, 148. The excavators 
(M. Németh and Gy. Hajnóczi) mention the last renovation works 
dated to the middle of the third century: NémeTh–hAjNóczi 1976, 423.
54 zsidi 1998, 92.
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction of the so-called Double Basilica by L. Nagy and Gy. Hajnóczi (after Póczy 2004, 337, fig. 122)
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P. Zsidi describes the abandonment of the Civil Town as being either the result of a single step or as a gradual 
process and dates the final abandonment to the turn of the fourth–fifth century AD.55 P. Zsidi also believes that the 
Danube bank remained in use until the fifth century AD at which time the watchtower and the nearby Christian 
buildings would still have been in use.56 In any case, she also blames the early (nineteenth century) excavations for 
destroying the latest layers and features in the eastern part of the town resulting in such sporadic data for the fifth–
sixth century exploitation of the area.57 
Margit Nagy, a researcher dealing with the Migration Period of Óbuda, noted that the number of the roma-
nized population must have decreased by the turn of the fourth–fifth century in the settlement complex of Aquincum 
and also mentions that most of the cemeteries of both the Civil and the Military Town only remained in use until the 
end of the fourth century. She also mentions the “famous” cicada brooch found north of the Symphorus Mithraeum 
(see p.147) as the only well documented piece of evidence reflecting a Late Roman presence in the settlement.58 
3. THE END OF LIFE IN THE TOWN – RECENT EXCAVATION RESULTS
As seen above, until the end of the twentieth century, several attempts were made to describe the latest 
period(s) of the Civil Town.59 Nevertheless, the problem is still not resolved since excavations carried out in the 
settlement over the last 10 years and revalutions of old excavation documentations have shed some new light on the 
issue. (Fig. 9) 
In the following section, some case studies will be described – in topographical order from North to South, 
West to East. With these studies a somewhat different picture emerges concerning the latest occupation phase of the 
antique town. Revaluating old excavation doumentation (diaries, drawings and photographs), finds and new data 
from control excavations in the North-Eastern zone of the Civil Town (fully built-in with strip buildings) has re-
cently clarified understanding of this industrial-commercial quarter of the settlement, revealing at least eight con-
55 zsidi 2002a, 121–122.
56 zsidi 1997–1998, 589.
57 Póczy–zsidi 2003, 65.
58 NAgy 1993, 353–354.
59 More recently: gRAmmeR 2015, 11–70.
Fig. 8. Coin of Constantius II found in the half-filled fossa of the southern town wall (Photo: P. Komjáthy)
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struction phases dated between the last quarter of the first century to the end of the third century (of which Phase 7 
and 8 are relevant here)60. Wings of Building no. I (previosuly thought to be the basilica) were excavated several 
times between 1882 and 1993.61 (Fig. 9/1) Based on this revaluation work, the united western and central wings 
may actually have functioned as a collegium building from the end of the second–beginning of the third century 
onwards (from Phase 5) and well into the third century, while the eastern wing was a dwelling house with work-
shop.62 The latest datable finds from this area are a coin of Gordian III and – most probably – an imperial statue 
head, dated to the middle of the third century.63 The latest period that could be observed here (Phase 8), dates to the 
end of the third century and saw the construction of a street/road in the North of the complex, while the eastern wing 
of the structure retained its dwelling function. (Fig. 10)
Another strip building from this part of the Civil Town, Building no. XXIX, the so-called Glue Manufactur-
ing workshop (and tannery) was also excavated several times from the nineteenth century onwards. Control excava-
tions have been on-going here since 2004.64 (Fig. 9/2) The tanning workshop was still active during latest phase (Phase 
8) in the southern part of the building (though at a reduced scale) with newly created small rooms on the eastern side 
– possibly shops – opening towards the neighbouring Third Bath (probably taking advantage of the pedestrian traffic 
here). (Fig. 11) Rooms in the northern, dwelling area were also renovated: the floors and the hypocaustum system 
were renewed.65 Based on the associated finds, this phase dates to the middle/second half of the third century.66 No 
later phases could be observed in this building either, even though three small, glass beaker fragments could be dated 
Fig. 9. Plan of the Civil Town with locations of recent research (Drawing: K. Kolozsvári)
60 láNg 2012a.
61 See prev. footnote and its summary: gRAmmeR 2015, 43.
62 On the periodization and function of the western and 
central wings: láNg 2013, 106–113.
63 láNg 2013, 106, 112.
64 láNg 2016a, 363–371 with further bibliography; latest 
report on this work: láNg 2016b, 47–59.
65 See previous footnote.
66 láNg 2008, 277–278. Generally, Phase 7 in building no. 
XXIX is identical with Phase 8 in the northeastern zone.
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Fig. 10. Coin of Gordian III and statue head from Building no. I (Photo: P. Komjáthy)
Fig. 11. Phase 8 in Building no. XXIX and excavation photo of the late Roman rooms (Photo and drawing: O. Láng)
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to the fourth century. Nevertheless, since these were stray finds from earlier excavation depots and the uppermost 
layer, they can not be used as reliable dating evidence.67 Anyhow, since this building is located along the main West–
East road, the presence of late finds would not be surprising.68 The building complex of the tholos-type macellum 
– itself a unique building type in the Western Roman provinces69 – is located along the main North–South road, in the 
settlement core where several other public buildings (e.g. the Great Bath and the Sanctuary of Fortuna Augusta) can 
also be found. (Fig. 9/3) It has been excavated several times since the end of the ninteenth century.70 As a result, the 
topmost layers and features could only be partially observed. The recent revaluation of the excavation documentation 
and finds enabled the identification of seven construction phases in the building of which Phase 6 reflects the latest 
Roman Period use of the macellum, while Phase 7 already represents a modern period disturbance at the site.71 
 According to the evaluation of the diaries, drawings, photos and finds, the latest phase is characterized by small-scale 
renovations and additions in the western part of the building, along the western façade, opening to the North–South 
main road. (Fig. 12) These features include an apse-like room with a pavement and short segments of collapsed, thin 
walls, all of rather poor-quality construction. No similar features were observed elsewhere in the building. Even 
though no coherent plan can be drawn of these constructions, they still indicate the continued use of this part of the 
market building. There are few finds related to this phase. However, based on the relative stratigraphical layout of this 
phase’s features, analogous features and finds from the northeastern and southern zones of the settlement, the last 
Roman period of the macellum could be dated between the end of the third–beginning of the fourth century AD.72
The central part of the so-called “Painter’s House”, in the southern part of the settlement, was first exca-
vated by T. Nagy in 1941, while it was re-excavated and the northen part freshly unearthed by the author of this 
article between 2009–2011.73 (Fig. 9/4) The strip building with its central corridor, rooms decorated with vivid 
frescoes, an additional cellar and a possible backyard underwent four construction phases possibly starting from the 
first half of the second century AD and finding its final form around the turn of the second–third century. The last 
phase is characterized by some renovations in the building: reconstruction of a room with floor heating, new terrazzo 
pavement and a small, new water conduit made of ceramic piping that cut through the northern façade of the house. 
(Fig. 13) The dating of the phase is based partially on a mint-condition coin of Salonina from the foundation of the 
latest terrazzo pavement and a middle of the third century coin found in the roof debris – practically on the present-
day surface – of the neighbouring strip building, East of the “Painter’s House”.74 Terra sigillata finds from both 
buildings further attest this dating: fragments of Rheinzabern, Westerndorf and possibly a few Pfaffenhofen sherds 
were discovered in the latest layers75 of the northern section of the “Painter’s House”, all dating to the first half of 
the third century at the latest.76 Finds from the same worskhops occured in the latest layers of the strip building lying 
to the East of the “Painter’s House” as well.77 These datable finds correlate well with those finds (mainly also terra 
sigillata) found by T. Nagy in 1941, confirming that the building may have been abandoned (?) around the second 
half-end of the third century.78
Still in the southern zone of the settlement, the control-excavation at the so-called “deversorium”, just 
outside the southern town wall and gate, also revealed new data about the last construction phase of this building. 
(Fig. 9/5) The building-complex that was first excavated by T. Nagy in 1946–47, was identified as a deversorium 
with a courtyard, rooms and kitchen.79 Unfortunately, no documentation survives from this excavation, and thus, no 
67 KelemeN 2017.
68 The road probably also remained in use following the 
Roman occupation (no wonder that the modern railway line Buda-
pest–Esztergom follows the same path) just as the main North–South 
road, see below.
69 láNg 2003, 176-199. and Fig 8.
70 For the complete publication of the macellum: láNg–
NAgy–vámos 2014.
71 láNg–NAgy–vámos 2014, 77–87. 
72 Op. cit. 86–87. Previously, before the whole find mate-
rial was revised, I also considered this phase to be a purely fourth 
century phase, based on K. Póczy’s observations. This was most prob-
ably wrong: láNg 2003, 174.
73 NAgy 1958, 149–189; láNg 2011a, 32–44. For the latest 
reports on the excavations: láNg 2010, 188–190; láNg 2011b, 18–35; 
láNg 2012b, 17–36.
74 láNg 2012b, 27, 31.
75 Roof debris: SU 346; Layers SU 256, 258, 326, 382; 
Pavement SU 442.
76  Unpublished report. Analyses of the terra sigillata find 
material was carried out by P. Vámos. I am grateful for his help.
77 Layers: SU 244, 245, 246, 253, 257, 280, 290, 317. See 
also: previous footnote.
78 NAgy 1958, 153; láNg 2012b, 28. Even though recent 
excavations revealed no trace of destruction or fire, in the southern 
part of the building, T. Nagy found secondarily burnt terra sigillata and 
fresco fargments. Based on these finds, he suspected that the house 
was destroyed by fire: NAgy 1958, footnote 36.
79 NAgy 1948, 121–122.
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Fig. 12. Phase 6 in the macellum and excavation photo of late feature in the western part of the building  
(Drawing: O. Láng, Photo: BHM Aquincum Museum)
Fig. 13. Last phase of the “Painter’s House” and the late Roman water conduit (Drawing and photo: O. Láng)
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data remained of the last occupation phase at the complex. Geophysical survey carried out in 2010 revealed further 
walls in this area indicating the presence of more East–West oriented strip buildings (rather than a single building).80 
Even though control excavation by the north-western corner of the supposed “deversorium” provided no further 
information on either the ground plan or the function of the building(s), it shed some light on its last occupation 
phase. Based on observations, the building – possibly built later than T. Nagy suspected, namely around the turn of 
the second–third century – was extended to the North sometime around the middle of the third century(?) with a 
wall that was built over the, by that time already filled, fossa belonging to the southern town wall. We could not get 
any further information on any later phases, nor were any fourth century finds found in this area. Research on seg-
ments of the southern town wall – just next to the so-called “deversorium” – showed the wall to have been partially 
robbed although elsewhere its foundation survived (2.2m wide). To the East, a 3m “high” wall segment (comprised 
of large monolith stone blocks as well as smaller stones alternating with rows of brick) was also observed, fallen 
over the already filled fossa. (Fig. 14) Concerning the dating of the southern town fortifications, the middle of third 
century “deversorium”-wall built over the fossa (see above) provides a terminus ante quem for the filling of the 
ditch with a coin of Antoninus Pius, found in the levelling layer of the internal rampart along the wall, also provides 
data to the elimination of the fortification here. The relative chronology of the site showed that the town wall was 
already falling apart and its fossa filled in Roman times, while the top of the surviving wall was reused for a pave-
ment (or street?).81 To sum up: no information on the late use of the fortifications could be demonstrated.
The western part of the Civil Town has only been partially excavated and there are still high hopes that 
the fourth century phase at the settlement will be found there. Parts of a richly decorated building was discovered 
80 láNg 2011b, 19–20. 81 Op. cit. 23–24.
Fig. 14. Fallen segment of the southern town wall (Photo: O. Láng)
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close to the forum area and the main East–West road, in the northen part of this zone as the result of preventive 
excavations in 2008.82 (Fig. 9/6) Though, no complete ground-plan could be reconstructed, four construction 
phases could be identified. The building – which is possibly a big one – had floor heating installed and was deco-
rated with wall paintings and stucco around the beginning to middle of the third century (Phase 3). (Fig. 15) Its 
main room was paved with a mosaic with floral and geometric motifs and complemented with white marble slabs 
alternating with red marble stripes by its entrance. The function of the building is still uncertain: it could either 
have been a public building (as it lies close to the forum) or a bath building (layers of limescale in one of the heated 
rooms suggest the presence of standing water). The structure may also have served as a private house as well. The 
last (fourth) occupation phase observed here saw minor changes, namely an East–West running stone chanel and 
a stone trough that cut across the walls. The function as well as the starting and end points of these features are 
unknown. Further construction phases from the middle of third century could already be observed here as well: 
Roman walls and pavements appeared below the modern filling layer (deposited here in the 1970s). Two, third 
century coins together with a coin from 1816 as well as fragments of glazed mortaria (which is not necessarily 
later than the third century83) were discovered in a large pit cutting through the latest walls and layer. These finds 
possibly indicate that no further Roman construction phase existed here.84 No securely dated fourth century finds 
or features could be observed in this area. 
North–South oriented strip buildings lined both sides of the main East–West road leaving the town’s western 
gate and, thus, already lying outside the town wall. (Fig. 9/7) The first excavations were carried out here by K. Póczy, 
who managed to identify houses with porticos opening to the road as well as the workshops and shops sitting behind 
Fig. 15. Plan of the richly decorated building and photo of the mosaic floor (Drawing: Piline Ltd., Photo: P. Komjáthy)
82 láNg 2009a, 17–28; láNg–lAssáNyi 2015, 19–23.
83 Glazed mortaria fragments could be connected to the 
period before AD 230 at Salla. No finds of this type could be securely 
connected to fourth century layers. vARgA 2010, 166, footnote 17 
(with further evidence on third century dating).
84 On the last 2 phases: láNg 2009a, 19–27; láNg–
lAssáNyi 2015, 22.
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it (ovens, millstones, storage jar etc.).85 She could also distinguish two construction phases here of which the later 
was dated to the beginning of the third century.86 Two cremation burials and a walled “tomb chamber” were dug into 
the remains of the strip buildings.87 The latter – based on graves with similar structures excavated in the eastern and 
southern cemeteries of the Civil Town – could be dated to the second half of the third and the turn of the third–fourth 
century. Thus, this area was already serving as a roadside cemetery after the houses were abandoned in this period.88 
The northern and central part of another strip building was researched briefly by G. Lassányi here in 2012. (Fig. 16) 
Based on his observations, the house could have burned down sometime after the middle of the third century. No later 
rebuilding could be observed.89 Further remains of this row of strip buildings as well as a segment of a road running 
North–South were discovered in 2013. Here, the latest datable phase fell into the second–third century AD.90 The 
latest feature observed in this zone was a single inhumation grave (similarly to the one found by K. Póczy – see 
above), dug into the area of the by that time already abandoned strip building. (Fig. 17) Possibly a mother and her 
daughter were buried in the brick grave, where – apart from other grave goods and personal objects – a coin, possibly 
dated to the third century was also discovered. Based on the finds, the grave can be conditionally dated to the second 
half of the third–early fourth century.91 Further information on the late history of this zone was provided by a metal 
85 Summarized in: gRoh et al. 2014, 370.
86 Based on her excavation documentation: BHM – AA 
177–77.
87 Póczy 1976, 33.
88 lAssáNyi 2013, 30.
89 Mainly based on the large number of coins dating from 
the age of the Barracks Emperors: lAssáNyi 2013, 29.
90 láNg–lAssáNyi 2014, 21–22.
91 láNg–lAssáNyi 2015, 28–29. Further Late Roman 
graves connected to the town or its immediate vicinity were discov-
ered in the North-Eastern part of the town, cutting earlier buildings 
and South of the Southern town wall, also cutting earlier building re-
mains: PeTő 1976, 32 and PeTő 1984, 276. For further information on 
Late Roman graves in the neighbouring cemeteries see: lAssáNyi–
vAss 2015, 169–172 and see footnotes 92–93.
Fig. 16. Excavation photo of a strip building lying along the main East–West road (Photo: G. Lassányi) 
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Fig. 17. Double burial outside the Western town gate, in the zone of the strip buildings (Photo: G. Gyenes)
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detecting survey that was carried out West of the town wall that resulted in the discovery of more than 300 metal finds 
in 2012.92 A total of 63 Roman coins were found, of which only seven (!) could be dated to the fourth century.93 Their 
presence can be connected to the main East–West road that must have remained in use long after the abandonment of 
the settlement (see above). The find material, thus, does not not support the theory of a fourth century phase in this 
zone.94 Summing up the history of what we now know of the western foreground of the Civil Town: even though the 
main East–West road may still have been used, buildings were probably abandoned by the end of the third century.
The so-called “dark-earth” phenomenon, a layer that is usually connected to the abandonment of Roman 
settlements in many European as well as some Pannonian sites,95 is hard to observe in the eastern part of the Aquin-
cum Civil Town due to the numerous excavations that took place there from the nineteenth century onwards. Such 
a layer was first observed West of the Western gate of the town – an area undisturbed by earlier research – on top 
of the latest (third century) Roman layers, indicating the abandonment of the settlement there. (Fig. 18) Only mod-
ern fill could be documented above this dark layer.96
Further, representative data could be gleaned on the latest phase of the settlement as the result of a systematic 
metal detecting survey carried out in the western part (thus, a mainly undisturbed area, see above) of the town between 
2014 and 2015. (Fig. 9/8) This survey was carried out in the South-Western part of the Civil Town. Altogether 200 
metal finds were discovered.97 During this campaign, 68 coins were also found of which only seven (!) could be dated 
after the third century (between AD 310 and 578).98 These latter coins were found scattered about the area.99 In sum, 
the significantly small number of fourth century coins (and other finds) found in a previously only partially – or 
mostly not at all – researched area, brings into question whether fourth century phase existed in this part of the town.100 
Consideration of Late Roman coins from the eastern part of the settlement, a recent revision of the Numi-
smatic Collection of the Aquincum Museum showed that out of the several hundred coins whose find locations can 
be securely identified (namely the Civil Town), only 29 (!) can be dated to the fourth century.101 (Fig. 19) Most of 
them were found closer to the eastern edge of the settlement (nine coins, mostly with uncertian find locations102), 
while a significant number were discovered along or in the vicinity of the two main roads (seven coins103). Five 
coins104 were associated with the so-called Symphorus Mithraeum and its immediate vicinity (“Painter’s House”) 
while a further seven coins105 lack any definite find spot at all. One fourth century coin was found East of the Great 
92 Including brooches, keys, furniture ornaments and cas-
ket fittings and even a small spearhead. See following footnote.
93 lAssáNyi 2013, 22.
94 Op. cit. 29. See also: p. 6. Furthermore, the continuous 
use of the main North–South road is attested by Migration Period 
potsherds found on the surface of the road, close to the Civil Town: 
zsidi 1997–1998, 588. A similar situation could be observed along the 
limes road, North of the auxiliary camp of Campona, where fourth 
century coins were brought to light in a cemetery belonging to as yet 
an unknown indigenous vicus, although the cemetery itself was used 
between the middle of the first and the first third of the second century 
AD. The late coins most probably are connected to the use of the road: 
Beszédes–szilAs 2007, 246–247. 
95 BíRó–TomKA 2013, 521–532.
96 láNg–lAssáNyi 2015, 30.
97 Again, mainly brooches, belt fittings, earrings, furniture 
ornaments, lead votive objects and even a fragment of a military dip-
loma. None of them dates after the third century. See the following 
footnote.
98 lAssáNyi–zsidi 2014, 127–128; lAssáNyi–zsidi 2015, 
39–49. A small trial trench was also opened in this zone, where the 
latest – topmost – layer could be dated to the third century.
99 Pers. comm. G. Lassányi. Two further fourth century 
coins derive from the area of the main North–South road, found during 
earlier excavations: 69.1.50: very worn Late Roman, fourth century 
coin /can not be identified more precisely/; 98.60.327: Late Roman, 
fourth century coin /can not be identified more precisely/.
100 Planned excavations (in the framework of the so-called 
“Interstudex” program) carried out here by K. Póczy and Gy. Hajnóczi 
between 1966–1972 revealed four construction phases. According to 
the excavators, the latest phase could be dated to the beginning of the 
fourth century but was already destroyed by by deep plowing: Póczy–
hAjNóczi 1968, 22–23.
101 Revision was carried out by B. Rikker, keeper of the 
Numismatic Collection of the Aquincum Museum. I am grateful to 
him for his help!
102 33512 (inv.no.): Valentinianus I; 70064: Valens; 70073/
a-b: both coins of Iovianus; 57.26.1: AE3, Valentinianus I; 57.26.2: 
AE3, Constantius II; 57.26.4: AE3, Valens; 57.38.1: AE3, Valentini-
anus I; 57.47.1: AE3, Valentinianus I.
103 R525/87: AE3, fourth century; 40/3: AE4, Constantius 
II; 38/3: AE3, Iulianus Apostata; 36/5: AE3, Late Roman; 98.49.3867: 
Late Roman, fourth century coin (can not be identified more pre-
cisely); 98.60.327: AE2; fourth century 98.49.3867:AE3, possibly 
third-fourth century.
104 56.200.125: follis AE3, Constantinus I; 56.200.128: fol-
lis AE3, Constantinus I; 56.200.130: follis AE3, Constantinus 
I;56.201.50: 2 Late Roman, fourth century coins (can not be identified 
more precisely). 
105 R2046: Late Roman, fourth century coin (can not be 
identified more precisely); R2048: Late Roman, fourth century coin 
(can not be identified more precisely). 70034: Valens; 70088: Cons-
tantius Gallus; 56.154.10: Late Roman, fourth century coin (can not 
be determined more precisely); 56.154.11: Late Roman, fourth cen-
tury coin (can not be identified more precisely); 76.4.20: Late Roman, 
fourth century coin (can not be identified more precisely). 
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Fig. 18. “Dark-earth” observed in the Western part of the Civil Town (Photo: O. Láng)
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Bath (by the old museum building).106 Thus, the spread of fourth century coins in the eastern part of the settlement 
could again either speak for traffic through the (by that time already abandoned?) town, the search for spolia for 
nearby late constructions (mainly the Late Roman fortress and watch towers)107 but could also mark the late use of 
the eastern extremity of the town in the Late Roman period (Early Christian basilica, cemetery, chapel, watch tower 
and supposed late settlement around the watch tower – see below). The presence of the few fourth century coins at 
the Symphorus Mithraeum by the Southern town wall might be explained again by people “working” here – in either 
the mithraeum itself or along the town wall – in search of spolia.108 Fresh and promising data could be gathered on 
the late history of the Civil Town from recent research and evaluation of old excavations of the cemeteries around 
the settlement.109 Taking into account all the cemeteries of the Civil Town known to date (southwest, south, west and 
east of the Civil Town as well as a lonely burial in the eastern part of the settlement) Gábor Lassányi és Lóránt Vass 
have concluded that the latest burials date between the second half of the third–beginning of the fourth century. Even 
the recently found antler comb, possibly one of the latest grave goods from the Eastern Cemetery did not prove to be 
dated later than the middle of the fourth century. Graves established later than this date can only be securely identified 
North of the Eastern Cemetery, in the neighbourhood of a watchtower (excavated in the nineteenth century) and the 
Danube harbour (?) and may possibly belong to the population living in this area in the Late Roman Period.110 
* * *
Fig. 19. Find locations of fourth century coins in the Eastern part of the Civil Town (Drawing: K. Kolozsvári)
106 57.53.1: AE3, fourth century.
107 Spolia used for the Late Roman fortress in Aquincum: 
Kocsis 2001, 71–72. Further carved stones (mainly from the Civil 
Town’s cemeteries) reused in the construction of watchtowers nearby: 
BudAi BAlogh 2011, 61, with further reading.
108 Spolia were used from mithraea too: a relief depicting 
Sol – as well a building inscription – reused as paving slabs in the 
fourth century, derive from Mithraeum IV. in Poetovio: hoRvAT et al. 
2003, 162. Further evidence for temples being mined for spolia in the 
fourth century: WAlsh 2016, 231–232. 
109 lAssáNyi–vAss 2015, 169–187.
110 Op. cit. 2015, 174–175.
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As seen above, recent research in and around the Civil Town do not confirm the presence of fourth century 
occupation of the settlement and even the old data from a possible late phase111 can be explained in the light of these 
more modern discoveries. 
In the case of the macellum, L. Nagy observed “weak buildings with adobe walls from the fourth cen-
tury”.112 However, during revaluation of the old documentation (see above) these features turned out to be thin, poor 
quality partition walls from the southern rooms of the market building itself. Based on its relative chronological 
position (Phase 5) as well as the find materials – the macellum can be dated between the middle–end of third century 
AD.113 The same could be said about K. Póczy’s identification in the early fourth century reconstructions along the 
western façade of the building.114 The famous inscription (cited several times above) dated between AD 305–308 
naming the duoviri of Aquincum for the last time, was found in the canabae, thus – as T. Nagy rightly pointed out115 
– the inscription should not be associated with the Civil Town or used as a reference point for declining municipal 
life at the settlement. 
Out of the three cicada brooches that were reportedly connected to the Civil Town (thus, considered evi-
dence for Late Roman occupation of the town), only one can securely be indentified as coming from a documented 
context.116 This piece was found by T. Nagy during the excavation of the so-called Symphorus Mithraeum and its 
surroundings. According to the excavator, the fibula was found in the “uppermost, fourth century layer” North of 
the mithraeum, but in the same sentence he notes that it was “– 76 cm, below the highest floor level”.117 Since this 
contradiction is very hard to resolve (if it was in the uppermost layer, then how could it be below the latest floor at 
the same time?) its context, thus, remains uncertain (perhaps it is a stray find from the topmost layer?).118
The coin of Constantius II, found in the half-filled late fossa below a fallen segment of the Southern town 
wall by P. Zsidi119 needs reconsideration too: a coin from such a context could only provide information (namely 
t.p.q. data) to the falling of that segment of the wall but not to its rebuilding phase, thus, it is no proof that there was 
a fourth century phase in the Western part of the Civil Town. The absence of fourth century occupation here is further 
supported by the fact that only a few fourth century coins were discovered in this previously not excavated area.120 
Considering the supposed fourth century-phase of North–South running main aqueduct (or its underground 
successor) and the possible Late Roman fortification around the springs feeding the water conduit (at the so-called 
Roman Bath),121 it must not be forgotten that not only did the aqueduct supply the town but was preliminary con-
structed to serve the legionary fortress,122 thus, providing for its further operation was essential even if it was no 
longer used (or only on a very limited scale) by the occupants of the Civil Town. Nevertheless, it is also worth 
considering that – based on the find material – K. Póczy dates the end of the sacral use of the springs sometime 
around the second decade of the fourth century.123 
Apart from the research of recent years, a few earlier statements and observations also questioned the 
fourth century occupation of the area. During his study of the collegia in the Civil Town, T. Nagy declared that there 
is no data to show they were active after AD 315124 and no trace of fourth century industrial activity can be observed 
here either.125 Even K. Póczy – who in turn did suppose a fourth century phase for some parts of the Civil Town (see 
above) – noted that there are no fourth century finds from the settlement. She also considered that information 
concerning the fourth century history of the Civil Town are very scarce and even if all fourth century-pavements 
were removed during the nineteenth century, some Late Roman finds should still be found in the museum’s collec-
tion. Finally, K. Póczy concluded – an idea which has been supported by recent observations by G. Lassányi and L. 
Vass as well (see above) – that the remaining (?) population must have moved closer to the neighbouring watchtower 
111 See chapter “The end of the town’s life – a history of 
research”.
112 See p. 4.
113 láNg–NAgy–vámos 2014, 16, 84.
114 Póczy 1970, 185.
115 See p. 5.
116 Another cicada brooch was described as coming from 
the “Aquincum excavation area” and was without more precise context 
data: NAgy 1897, 65, fig. IV. The third cicada brooch turned out to 
come from the so-called Csúcshegy-villa and not from the town. The 
brooches were all revised and dated to the end of the fourth–beginning 
of the fifth century by M. Nagy: NAgy 1993, 354 and footnote 7. 
117 NAgy 1943, 389, fig. 28.
118 According to the excavation documentation from 
T. Nagy, the brooch was found -70cm below ground level, i.e. it could 
not have come from the latest layer! BHM – AA H-2990-2013.
119 See p. 6.
120 See p. 13.
121 Póczy 1972, 15.
122 Póczy 1980, 19. 
123 Op. cit. 22.
124 NAgy 1973, 137.
125 Op. cit. 146.
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by the Danube (the so-called “Gas Factory watchtower”).126 The presence of both the so-called Early Chirstian 
„Double Basilica” and the chapel with the cemetery could be explained with such a small community living east of 
the former Civil Town.
Finally, what could be the reasons behind the – possibly peaceful127 – abandonment of the Aquincum Civil 
Town? These reason may be sought in the, by that time, already rundown fortifications, the fact that the settlement 
must have been exposed to Barbarian raids128 and – probably as a consequence – the loss of markets.129 Where did 
the inhabitants go and settle later? Logically, most of the inhabitants might have gradually moved to the canabae 
in hope of a safer life and better living,130 while a Late Roman settlement could be predicted east of the Civil Town 
on the Danube banks, possibly related to the presence of the watchtower here.. Some of the population might also 
have moved into the hills to the former villa estates, as observed for the villas at Csúcshegy or Békásmegyer in the 
Buda hills131 or more recently at the so-called Harsánylejtő villa. Here, little more than 3 kms from the centre of the 
Civil Town, recent excavations revealed truly fourth century find material with a Late Roman lamp, Tokod glazed 
ware, pots with incised net pattern and 106 coins of which 98% (!) could be dated to the fourth century (mainly 
coins of the Constantinus dynasty); the type of finds that are completely missing from the Civil Town.132 
4. ANALOGIES
The surprisingly short life of the Aquincum Civil Town is not unparalleled among Roman settlements as-
sociated with legions or other troop units in Pannonia or the European provinces. The vicus of the Albertfalva 
auxiliary fort (Pannonia Inferior) – close to Aquincum – was abandoned towards the middle third of the third cen-
tury.133 Life in the Civil Town of Brigetio (Pannonia Inferior) also seems to end towards the end of the third century: 
coins of Severus Alexander and Gordian III were discovered in building debris and the latest renovations could have 
taken place during the reign of Emperor Aurelianus and Probus. According to recent research, the settlement was 
already abandoned in the fourth century.134 The same process could be observed in the Civil Town of Vindobona 
(Pannonia Superior), where the settlement “shrank” in the middle of the third century and later was completely 
abandoned.135 Not only civil towns but also canabae (or at least some of them) cease to function after the third 
century: parts of the Aquincum Military Town were also abandoned136 and used as cemeteries at the end of the third 
century. The same process of abandonment can be observed at the canabae of Brigetio.137 The case of Carnuntum 
(capital of Pannonia Superior) is exceptional: while the area of the canabae shrank (and some areas were possibly 
abandoned) from the beginning of the fourth century onwards,138 life in the Civil Town continued and saw the late 
use of the Palastruine. In addition, the residental quarter of Schloss Traum and even parts of the town wall were 
renovated (though the walls probably surrounded a reduced area).139 The situation is similar outside Pannonia too: 
the military vicus south-west of South Shields was abandoned around AD 260–270140, which is not an exceptional 
phenomenon among the vici of forts on Hadrian’s Wall (and elsewhere in Northern England)141. The reason for this 
process lies in the fact that the economic basis of these vici disappeared as a result of the declining number of sol-
diers in the forts – a situation very similar to the Aquincum Civil town (i.e. loosing of market).142
126 See footnote 45.
127 No data of the above-mentioned excavations refer to 
destruction or fire, except in the case of the “Painter’s House”. See 
also footnote 76.
128 Recent summary of B. Grammer on Pannonian town 
development during the period of the Barracks Emperors – comparing 
the provincial capitals of Aquincum and Carnuntum – arrives at a 
similar conclusion. According to him, both the Aquincum Military and 
Civil Town may have shrunk dramatically between the second half–
end of the third century. He did not necessary connect the process to 
any kind of military conflict, but rather the military reforms and the 
dislocations of troops from the limes zone: gRAmmeR 2015, 54, 57.
129 B. Grammer comes to a similar conclusion: Op. cit. 57.
130 zsidi 2004, 205.
131 Póczy 1971, 91, 96, 99.
132 láNg 2009b, 79–80.
133 Beszédes 2011, 60.
134 doBosi 2014, 28; BoRhy–BARTus et al. 2011, 51.
135 mülleR–mAdeR et a. 2011, 39. 
136 zsidi 2004, 183. and footnote 110. Recently summa-
rized by: gRAmmeR 2015, 37–39, 41.
137 doBosi 2014, 10. It was probably completely aban-
doned. 
138 gRAmmeR 2015, 18, 30, 34, 57–58.
139 Op. cit. 21–22, 32–33. He also calls attention to the dis-
crepancy between the missing fourth century ceramic finds and the 
rich coin finds from the same period.
140 sNAPe–BidWell–sToBBs 2010, 43, 52.
141 Op.cit. 127 and BidWell–hodgsoN 2009, 33–34.
142 See previous footnote.
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As already mentioned above, the reason for the abandonment of these civil towns should be sought in the 
escalating military situation from the AD 260s onwards143 when the inhabitants must have felt safer living closer to 
the well-protected fortresses and the troops, instead of living in towns mostly with their already demolished forti-
fications.144 On the other hand, since canabae were not only the military in character but also the administrative 
centres of settlement-complexes (Aquincum, Brigetio and, Vindobona) they could have generated an effective de-
mand and market for merchants and craftspeople. 
5. CONCLUSION
The last period at the Aquincum Civil Town has long been a matter of dispute. As mentioned above, Aquin-
cum researchers were all engaged with the topic. Based on their research, evidence spoke for fourth century occupa-
tion phase at the settlement. These data included the several times cited inscription dated to AD 305–308, a late 
fourth century coin hoard discovered in the so-called Victorinus Mithraeum, “houses with weak, adobe walls” in 
the southern part of the macellum, cicada brooches which are also considered evidence for late settlers in the town 
and a coin of Constantius II found in a half-filled fossa below a fallen segment of the Southern town wall. Apart 
from these, archaeologists’ observations concerning any late building acitivity were concentrated along the main 
North–South road of the settlement, the former limes road that remained in use even after the Roman Period and 
even nowadays serves as a main road. A frequent explanation for the obvious paucity of Late Roman finds (also 
noted by scholars apart from their ideas on the existence of a fourth century-phase) in this area was that the first 
excavations in the nineteenth century must have destroyed the latest (namely the fourth century) layers and features.
In any case, new excavation results and revaluation of old materials showed that most “Late Roman” finds 
turned out to be third century finds and walls that were previously commonly identified as “fourth century walls” 
turned out to belong to third century construction phases. The previously favored idea of the fortified western part 
of the settlement surviving into the fourth century cannot yet be demonstrated – results of an extensive and system-
atic metal detecting survey only produced seven, fourth century coins (out of a total of 68 coins). Small-scale ex-
cavation related to this project (carried out in an undisturbed area) also only brought to light third century finds. 
Further evidence for the absent fourth century phase is the presence of the so-called “dark earth” phenomenon, 
which has only been observed in the western part of the settlement so far. Here, a layer with third century finds is 
located below this black layer indicating the abandonment of the settlement. Even though, this dark layer is so far 
completely missing in the eastern part of the town, the latest Roman layers that can be dated to the middle–end of 
the third century, all appear below the present ground level or recent filling layer. Based on recent data from the 
above-mentioned excavations, the latest observable period in the Civil Town falls in the middle–end of the third 
century. Such an early abandonment of the Aquincum Civil Town has other parallels among Pannonian towns: the 
civil settlements of Brigetio, Vindobona or the canabae of Carnuntum and military vicus of Albertfalva all seem to 
end around the end of the third century. 
And why was the Aquincum Civil Town abandoned relatively early? The reasons might be sought in the, 
by that time, already deteriorated fortifications (thus, exposing the settlement to Barbarian raids) and the loss of 
markets. The former inhabitants probably moved gradually to the canabae in hope of a more secure existence and 
better living, while a Late Roman settlement may have been established East of the Civil Town on the Danube bank, 
possibly connected to the watchtower. Some of the population may also have moved into the hills to the former villa 
estates, as has been observed at the Csúcshegy, Békásmegyer, and Harsánylejtő villas. 
In sum, and as far as is known at present – the latest, urban period at the Aquincum Civil Town dates to 
the end of the third–beginning of the fourth century. This is the last date when the settlement could have still func-
tioned as a proper colonia with public administration and infrastructure. No further (systematic) use could be dem-
onstrated here in layers, finds, or constructions. Nevertheless, since a few fourth century finds still occur (coins, 
cicada brooch, coin hoard), the possibility cannot be excluded that certain areas – possibly chiefly along the main 
143 mócsy 1974, 263–265. B. Grammer rather connects the 
process to the military reforms and dislocations of the troops along the 
Pannonian frontier during the period of the Barracks Emperors, see 
footnotes 129–130.
144 In case of the Aquincum Civil Town, the Eastern and 
Southern fortifications could have been partially or completely unused 
by the middle of the third century AD: láNg 2011b, 23–24, and láNg-
lAssáNyi 2014, 29.
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roads – were still sporadically used. Since life went on in and around the Late Roman fortress only ca. two kilo-
meters to the South and to the East, around the neighbouring fourth century watchtowers situated along the Danube 
bank (e.g. “Nánási Road” and “the Gas Factory” burgi) spolia from all over the settlement-complex were removed 
and used in later construction. It is even possible that occasional settlers occupied with stone-mining from earlier 
structures could have stayed in the mostly ruined Civil Town during the fourth century. As further excavations 
(especially in the western part of the settlement) and revaluation of other old excavation materials are also in pro-
gress, it is hoped more information on the mysterious last phase of the Civil Town will be revealed.
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